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An un
unw
wanted guest

Pieces of her

Weathering a storm that has cut them off from
the outside world, the guests at a Catskills skiing
lodge panic as an unknown assailant starts killing
them off one by one. By the New York Times
best-selling author of The Couple Next Door.

The daughter of a woman who has wanted
nothing more than a quiet life in her small
beachside home embarks on a desperate search
for answers when she discovers the explosive
truth about her mother's true identity.

by Shari Lapeña

by Karin Slaughter

The Blood Road

Women T
Talking
alking : A Nov
Novel
el

When Detective Inspector Bell, who supposedly
died two years ago, turns up dead in the driver’s
seat of a crashed car, Logan McRae digs deep
into Bell’s past to get answers. By a #1 Sunday
Times best-selling author.

Women Talking is an imagined response to real
events. It takes place over 48 hours, as eight
women hide in a hayloft. They have come
together to debate, on behalf of all the women
and children in the community, whether to stay
or leave before the men return.

by Stuart MacBride

Field of bones

by Judith A Jance

Sheriff Joanna Brady is pulled out of maternity
leave by a serial homicide case that rocks Cochise
County, forcing her into a complex investigation
involving multiple jurisdictions. By a New York
Times best-selling author.

Lev
Leverage
erage in death : an E
Evve Dallas
nov
novel
el
by J. D. Robb

When an airline executive is blackmailed into a
suicide bombing in his Wall Street office,
lieutenant Eve Dallas investigates strange
inconsistencies in the case while trying to
uncover the blackmailers' true agenda.

In his father's footsteps : a nov
novel
el
by Danielle Steel

Two courageous World War II concentrationcamp survivors build a life together before their
son resolves to be his own person as a firstgeneration American. By the best-selling author
of The Right Time

by Miriam Toews

Juror 3

by James Patterson

Tapped by a relentless prosecutor who would
exploit her inexperience to secure a swift
conviction, a recent law graduate finds herself
navigating two tricky cases, class divides and an
increasingly suspicious jury.

The forbidden door : a Jane Hawk
nov
novel
el
by Dean R. Koontz

Rogue FBI agent and high-profile fugitive Jane
Hawk confronts her worst nightmares when her
enemies strike unsettlingly close to home,
threatening the life of her beloved 5-year-old
son.

Lethal white

by Robert Galbraith

When a troubled young man asks him to
investigate a crime he thinks he saw as a child,
Cormoran Strike sets off on a twisting trail that
leads from London's backstreets, into a secretive
inner sanctum within Parliament, and to a
country manor house

